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Abstract—This article proposes a modeling approach
and an optimization strategy to exploit a third-harmonic
current injection for the torque enhancement in multiphase
isotropic permanent magnet synchronous machines with
nonsinusoidal back electromotive forces. The modeling ap-
proach is based on a proper vector space decomposition
and on the associated rotational transformation, aimed to
properly select a set of stator current space vectors to be
controlled. It is presented for a generic (i.e., asymmetrical,
with an arbitrary angular shift) winding configuration. The
injection strategy is related to the choice of a constant
synchronous current set aimed at minimizing the average
stator winding losses for a given reference torque by using
the first and the third spatial harmonics of the air-gap flux
density. The optimal solution has been found analytically
and has been developed in detail for a selected set of
asymmetrical winding configurations. Both the numerical
and experimental results are in good agreement with the
theoretical analysis.

Index Terms—Asymmetrical machines, multiphase
drives, nonsinusoidal back electromotive force (EMF),
power loss minimization, surface mounted permanent
magnet synchronous machine (PMSM), third-harmonic
current injection.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIPHASE electrical machines represent viable
alternative to traditional three-phase ones in many

high-power and high-reliability applications, ranging from wind
energy generation to electrical traction (e.g., electric/hybrid
vehicles, more electric aircraft, ship propulsion, etc.) [1]–[3].
Among the many benefits they offer, multiphase machines
can continue to operate at reduced power even after multiple
phase faults, as long as the healthy phases are able to produce a
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rotating air-gap flux-density field [1]–[3]. Moreover, for a given
rated power and voltage, a multiphase machine’s rated current
is lower than in its three-phase counterpart, allowing to employ
converters with reduced current ratings, thus leading to more
reliable operation and higher efficiency [1]. Finally, the higher
number of phases leads to additional degrees of freedom, which
can be exploited for additional control purposes [1]–[7]. This
includes independent utilization of different spatial harmonics
of the air-gap flux density generated by the stator currents to
enhance torque production [1]–[7].

For permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs), this
property can be exploited to increase the torque/current ratio
by properly coupling the stator’s and rotor’s contribution for
different viable spatial harmonics [4]–[7]. This approach leads
to a set of nonsinusoidal currents in steady-state conditions and,
consequently, corresponds to a higher order current harmonic in-
jection. In particular, when only the third-order spatial harmonic
is exploited, a proper third-harmonic injection strategy can be
implemented [4]–[7]. In this case, the optimization problem
is reduced to the identification of the optimal ratio between
the two stator-driven harmonic contributions to the air-gap flux
density.

In the case of machines characterized by an odd number of
phases and a symmetrical winding configuration, it has been
verified that, based on the stator winding loss minimization cri-
terion, the optimal injection ratio coincides with the one between
the corresponding magnets’ induced back electromotive forces
(EMFs) [4]–[13]. Several applications of these strategies can be
found, especially for five-phase machines [9]–[17].

On the contrary, the higher order harmonic injection for asym-
metrical winding configurations has been rarely discussed in the
literature, the exceptions being [18]–[22]. While [18] considers
the fifth and the seventh harmonic injection, in [19] and [20],
[21] a third-harmonic injection has been investigated for a six-
phase induction machine and a six-phase PMSM, respectively.
However, the torque enhancement requires connection of the
winding’s neutral point to either an additional inverter leg or to
the midpoint of the capacitor bank in the dc link, to allow the
free circulation of the injected harmonic. The third-harmonic
amplitude is equal in all phases.

As an alternative, in [22] the authors have shown how the
torque enhancement can be applied in an asymmetrical nine-
phase PMSM with a single but isolated neutral point. In this
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Fig. 1. System architecture for an n-phase PMSM with a single neutral
point.

case, the optimal injection ratio is modified with respect to the
symmetrical configuration. This article extends the results given
in [22] by formulating the optimization problem with respect to
a generic n-phase PMSM. The approach, by exploiting a proper
vector space decomposition (VSD) and the associated rotational
transformation, is able to highlight how each current component
contributes to the electromagnetic torque and to the average
power losses (see Section II). Consequently, the generalized
optimization problem can be formulated in a compact way;
the solution can be found analytically and it only depends on
the magnitude of the magnets’ induced fluxes (responsible for
the electromagnetic torque) and on the winding configuration
(responsible for the power losses) (see Section III).

The proposed strategy has been particularized for selected ex-
amples of machines with an asymmetrical winding configuration
(see Section IV). Both numerical and an experimental validation
has also been performed employing a nine-phase asymmetrical
machine (see Section V). Section VI concludes this article.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The machine under analysis is assumed to have n identical
stator windings arranged in Pp pole pairs and distributed along
the machine’s stator periphery so that their magnetic axes have
an electrical phase displacement of αk (with k = 1, …, n) with
respect to an arbitrary reference. The windings are assumed to be
connected into a single neutral point and supplied by a voltage
source inverter; the architecture is schematically represented in
Fig. 1.

The magnetic flux density in the air-gap generated by the
rotor’s permanent magnets (PMs), once decomposed in a Fourier
series with respect to the stator electric angle, is in general given
by the superposition of an infinite number of spatial harmonics.
These harmonics produce in each kth stator winding a flux which
can be expressed as

λk(θ) =
∑
h

λMh cos (h(θ − αk) + ϕh) (1)

where λMh and ϕh are the magnitude and the phase displace-
ment of the flux contribution due to the hth flux density spatial
harmonic, while θ denotes the electric angle between the rotor
reference axis and the stator reference one.

A. Per-Phase Electrical Equations

Assuming linearity, the mathematical model of a magnetically
isotropic PMSM with a single isolated neutral point (see Fig. 1)

is represented by the set of equations [1]⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

[uph] + vON · [1n×1] = [vph]
= [R] · [iph] + [L] · d

dt [iph] + [eph]

[1n×1]
T · [iph] =

∑n
k=1 ik = 0

(2)

where [uph], [eph], and [iph] are the sets of the inverter’s leg
voltages, PM induced back-EMFs, and stator winding currents,
vON is the voltage between the inverter’s dc link midpoint O
and the machine’s neutral point N, [vph] is the set of the stator
winding voltages, [R] is the winding resistances matrix ([R] =
R · [In×n]), [L] is the stator winding inductance matrix (which
includes both the mutual and the leakage contributions), and
[1n×1] = [1, 1, . . . , 1]T is the unitary n × 1 column vector.

The PM induced back-EMFs are expressed as

ek =
dλk

dt
= ω · ∂λk

∂θ
= −ω ·

∑
h

h · λMh sin (h(θ − αk)+ϕh)

(3)
where ω = dθ/dt is the machine’s rotor electrical speed.

B. Torque Expression in the Space Vector Formalism

By applying a set of currents to the machine’s stator windings,
the magnetic flux density in the air-gap is modified. This new
current-dependent field can be once again decomposed in an
infinite number of spatial harmonics, each of which can be
identified through an hth order space vector

ih = ixh + j · iyh =
√

2/n ·
n∑

k=1

ik · ejhαk . (4)

By expressing each space vector ih in a hth spatial harmonic
synchronous reference frame through the complex rotation

i
〈dq〉
h = idh + j · iqh = ih · e−j(hθ+ϕh) (5)

and by considering (1), the electromagnetic torque developed
by the PMSM can be analytically expressed as

Tem = Pp ·
n∑

k=1

ik · (∂λk/∂θ)

=Pp ·
∑
h

h · λMh ·
[

n∑
k=1

ik · sin (h(θ − αk) + ϕh)

]

= Pp ·
∑
h

h · λMh ·
[√

n/2 · Im{ih · e−j(hθ+ϕh)}
]

=
∑
h

(
Pp ·

√
n/2 · h · λMh

)
· iqh =

∑
h

κh · iqh (6)

where κh = Pp ·
√
n/2 · h · λMh is a constant gain related to

the hth harmonic. Only the quadrature components of the space
vectors, by interacting with the corresponding harmonics of the
PM induced fluxes, are responsible for the torque production.
However, it is important to observe that, since the phase currents
form an n-dimensional set, only up to n scalar components of
the space vectors can be set arbitrarily.

Moreover, the winding configuration further reduces the num-
ber of controllable components by forcing to zero the sum of all
the phase currents [second equation in (2)]: this condition can be
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conveniently expressed in terms of a zero-sequence component
constraint as i0 = (

∑n
k = 1 ik)/

√
n = 0.

C. Choice of the VSD Transformation

As for standard multiphase machines, the mathematical model
can be reformulated through a variable transformation known
as Vector Space Decomposition [1]–[3]. The transformed cur-
rent set [iVSD] should be chosen in order to include a set of
space vector components {ixh, iyh} to be controlled and the
zero-sequence component i0 (constrained to zero by hardware
configuration). The correlation between the transformed current
set [iVSD] and the phase current set [iph] is

[iVSD] = [C] · [iph] ⇔ [iph] = [T ] · [iVSD] (7)

with [C] the generalized Clarke’s transformation matrix.
As per (4), the components of each hth space vector ih can be

introduced into [iVSD] through the set of rows

[Ch] =

√
2

n
·
[
cos(hα1) cos(hα2) · · · cos(hαn)

sin(hα1) sin(hα2) · · · sin(hαn)

]
(8)

while i0 can be introduced through the row [C0] = [1n×1]
T/

√
n.

Obviously, [C] needs to be a full rank matrix to guarantee
the existence of its inverse [T] = [C]−1 and, therefore, preserve
the number of state variables. As a result, a chosen set of space
vectors can be controlled only if the corresponding rows in
the transformation matrix are linearly independent from each
other.

For an odd number of phases it is possible to control at most
(n − 1)/2 space vectors at the same time, while, for an even
number of phases, the number of independently controllable
space vectors is (n − 2)/2—in this case, to get a full-rank trans-
formation matrix, after introducing the corresponding (n − 2)
rows as per (8) and the zero sequence row [C0], [C] can be
completed by introducing a second zero-sequence component
i0- through an additional row [C0

-].
To establish whether a set of space vectors can be freely

controlled, it is sufficient to compute the rank of the matrix
built by considering the corresponding rows [Ch] [defined as
per (8)] and the zero-sequence row [C0]—indeed, when some
rows are linearly dependent on some others, there are certain
algebraic constraints between the corresponding space vector
components. Therefore, to get full control of both i1 and i3,
which will be exploited in Section III by the proposed strategy,
the Clarke transformation matrix should be built as

[C]=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

[C1]
[C3]

...
([C0− ])
[C0]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦with [iVSD]=[ix1, iy1, ix3, iy3, . . . , (i0−), i0]

T.

(9)
In (9), the higher order rows should be chosen, wherever

possible, to take advantage of the space vectors associated with
the highest torque gain factors κh (usually the ones which drive
the lowest odd-order spatial harmonics). Once the set [iVSD]
has been chosen, its relationship with any other hth space vector

components {ixh, iyh} is found to be

[ixh iyh]
T = [Ch] · [iph] = [Ch] · [T ] · [iVSD]. (10)

In the case of a symmetrical machine with an odd number
of phases the magnetic axes are αk = (k − 1)·(2π/n) and it
can be verified that, by choosing the space vectors linked to the
smallest (n − 1)/2 odd-order spatial harmonics, the resulting
Clarke matrix [C] is guaranteed to be unitary (i.e., invertible
and such that [T] = [C]−1 = [C]T). This property is, however,
not guaranteed in a generic configuration, as exemplified for the
asymmetrical nine-phase PMSM in [22].

D. Choice of the Rotational Transformation

Once the Clarke’s transformation matrix [C] has been built to
control a given set of space vectors, the VSD current set [iVSD]
can be linked to the corresponding synchronous set [idq] through
a rotational transformation

[idq] = [D](θ) · [iVSD] ⇔ [iVSD] = [D]−1(θ) · [idq] (11)

Given (5), the rotational matrix [D](θ) can be obtained by
properly combining a set of submatrices [Dh](θ) built as[

idh

iqh

]
= [Dh](θ) ·

[
ixh

iyh

]

=

[
cos(hθ + ϕh) sin(hθ + ϕh)

−sin(hθ + ϕh) cos(hθ + ϕh)

]
·
[
ixh
iyh

]
. (12)

The rotational matrix associated to (9), which selects the
i<dq>
1 and i<dq>

3 components, takes the block-diagonal form

[D](θ) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

[D1](θ) [02×2] · · · ([02×1]) [02×1]

[02×2] [D3](θ) · · · ([02×1]) [02×1]
...

...
. . .

...
...

([01×2]) ([01×2]) · · · (1) (0)

[01×2] [01×2] · · · (0) 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(13)

with [idq] = [id1, iq1, id3, iq3, …, (i0-), i0]T. Generally speaking,
once the set [iVSD] contains both the real and imaginary part
of each chosen space vector ih, the rotational matrix, built by
combining the submatrices defined as per (12), can be verified
to be unitary (i.e., [D]–1(θ) = [D]T(θ)).

E. Power Loss Expression

Considering (7) and (11) and neglecting all losses except for
those in the stator windings, the instantaneous power losses can
be expressed in terms of the transformed current set [idq]

p =R ·
n∑

k=1

i2k=R · [iph]T · [iph]=R · [idq]T · [G](θ) · [idq]
(14)

with [G](θ) = [D](θ)·[T]T·[T]·[D]T(θ). Then, the average power
losses can be found by averaging p along a full rotor cycle.
For a constant synchronous current set [idq] each component is
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independent of θ and the result is expressed as

P = (1/2π) ·
∫ 2π

0

p(θ)dθ = R · [idq]T · [H] · [idq] (15)

where [H] = (1/2π) · ∫ 2π

0 [G](θ)dθ.
It can be verified that all the nondiagonal terms of [G](θ) are

trigonometric functions with a zero average value over a full
cycle of θ and that the diagonal terms corresponding to the same
hth space vector have an equal average value Hh > 0 over a full
electric rotation angle. Therefore, the matrix [H] related to (9)
and (13) is positive definite and assumes the diagonal for

[H] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

H1 0 0 0 · · · (0) 0

0 H1 0 0 · · · (0) 0

0 0 H3 0 · · · (0) 0

0 0 0 H3 · · · (0) 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

(0) (0) (0) (0) · · · (H0−) (0)

0 0 0 0 · · · (0) H0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (16)

To summarize, once [C] has been chosen, both [T] and [D](θ)
are univocally identified. Consequently, it is possible to compute
the instantaneous loss weighting matrix [G](θ), from which, by
operating an element-by-element average process, the matrix
[H] is derived. For a symmetrical machine, since [C] is unitary,
it follows that [G](θ) = [H] = [In×n].

F. Transformed Electrical Equations

Once the transformation matrices [C] and [D](θ) have been
chosen, they can be applied to all the variables in (2). By using
the VSD transformation (7) the model is modified as⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
[uVSD] + vON · [c] = [vVSD]

= R · [iVSD] + [LVSD] · d
dt [iVSD] + [eVSD]

i0 = [0 0 · · · 0 (0) 1 ] · [iVSD] = 0

(17)

with [c] = [C]·[1n×1] and [LVSD] = [C]·[L]·[T].
For a machine with a symmetrical winding configuration and

an odd number of phases, the inductance matrix [L] has a circular
structure (i.e., Lj,k = Lj+1,k+1). If, again, the space vectors
linked to the smallest (n − 1)/2 odd-order spatial harmonics
are selected, the rows of the matrix [C] (and, given the unitary
property, also the columns of [T] = [C]T) are the eigenvectors of
the matrix [L]. As a result, the matrix [LVSD] = [C]·[L]·[C]T is
diagonal and effectively performs the decoupling of the different
components of the [iVSD] set. On the contrary, for a generic
configuration this property is not guaranteed (as shown in [22]
for a nine-phase asymmetrical machine).

By applying the rotational transformation (11) to the system
(17), the model becomes⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

[udq] + vON · [g](θ) = [vdq] = R · [idq] + · · ·
· · ·+ [Ldq1](θ) · d

dt [idq] + ω · [Ldq2](θ) · [idq] + [edq]

i0 = [0 0 · · · 0 (0) 1] · [idq] = 0
(18)

with [g](θ)= [D](θ)·[c], [Ldq1](θ)= [D](θ)·[LVSD]·[D]T(θ) and
[Ldq2](θ) = [D](θ)·[LVSD]·(�[D]T(θ)/�θ ). Again, the different
components of [idq] can exhibit a coupling effect both through
the transformed inductance matrices [Ldq1](θ), [Ldq2](θ) and
through the term vON · [g](θ). Indeed, the neutral point potential
shift vON generally depends not only on the voltage sets [edq ] and
[udq], but also on the current set [idq]—the formal relationship
can be found by imposing the constraint i0 = 0 and the
subsequent condition di0/dt = 0 in the zero-sequence subspace
equation of (18). Once substituted back in the other subspace
equations, it allows to explicitly highlight the additional mutual
coupling between the current components.

III. OPTIMAL THIRD-HARMONIC INJECTION STRATEGY

Standard field oriented control (FOC) algorithms, developed
for isotropic PMSMs, only control the iq1 current component of
the [idq] set, while keeping all the other terms to zero. Conse-
quently, the reference current i ∗

q1 = T ∗
em/κ1is proportional to

the desired torque T ∗
em and the overall average power losses are

PFUND = R H1 (T ∗
em/κ1)

2. For a constant rotor speed, the
resulting reference phase currents are sinusoidal.

However, in the presence of significant higher order spatial
harmonics in the PMs’ induced flux density, it is possible to
exploit the quadrature component of some higher order current
space vectors as available degrees of freedom for the torque
development. Then, given the higher number of degrees of
freedom, it is possible to formulate an optimal strategy to choose
the current references while keeping the supplied torque to the
desired reference T ∗

em.
The proposed strategy aims to minimize the average stator

power losses for a given torque by using a constant synchronous
current set [i ∗

dq]. Under the reasonable hypothesis that all the
even-order spatial harmonics are absent and that the odd-order
ones with index h ≥ n are negligible, the torque expression (6)
is a linear combination of the synchronous current set compo-
nent contributions, which can be synthetically formulated by
introducing the n× 1 torque gain vector as

[κ] = Pp

√
n/2 · [ 0 λM1 0 3λM3 · · · (0) 0 ]T (19)

resulting in Tem = [κ]T · [idq]. Since [κ] is independent from θ,
it allows for an optimization with a constant [i ∗

dq] vector.
Then, the simplest enhancement can be obtained through the

control of the iq3 current component. In steady-state conditions
at a constant speed, due to the 3θ rotation in the [D](θ) matrix,
the application of a constant iq3 corresponds to a third-harmonic
current injection into each phase current. All the other compo-
nents of [idq] can be set to zero not to interfere either with the
torque development or with the power dissipation.

Then, the function to minimize is P = R · (H1i
2
q1 +H3i

2
q3),

under the equality constraint represented by the reference torque
development T ∗

em = κ1iq1 + κ3iq3.
The average power losses can be expressed as a function of

the third-harmonic injection ratio k = iq3/ iq1 as

P (k) = R · (T ∗
em)2 · (H1 +H3k

2)/(κ1 + κ3k)
2. (20)
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The function (20) is convex with respect to k and its minimum
value can be found by forcing to zero its derivative �P/�k. The
optimal injection ratio is

kopt = (κ3/κ1)/(H3/H1) (21)

and the corresponding optimal currents are

i∗q1 =
H3κ1

H1κ2
3 +H3κ2

1

T ∗
em; i∗q3 =

H1κ3

H1κ2
3 +H3κ2

1

T ∗
em. (22)

The average power losses with the optimal injection ratio are

Popt = R · (T ∗
em)2 · (H1H3)/(κ

2
3H1 + κ2

1H3) (23)

and can be compared to the ones generated by a traditional
strategy which only exploits iq1, leading to a ratio of

ηopt = Popt/PFUND = (κ2
1H3)/(κ

2
3H1 + κ2

1H3). (24)

From the set [i ∗
dq], whose i ∗

q1 and i ∗
q3 components are chosen

via (22), the optimal phase current set [i ∗
ph] can be found by

applying the inverse transformations (7) and (11).

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

To highlight the generality of the approach, the strategy is
discussed further on in detail for a selected set of phase numbers,
for machines with asymmetrical winding topology.

A. Six-Phase Asymmetrical Machine

The machine windings can be grouped in two symmetrical
three-phase sets {a1, b1, c1} and {a2, b2, c2} whose magnetic
axes are mutually shifted by 30° electrically. The corresponding
electrical angle set is [α] = [0° 120° 240° | 30° 150° 270°]. By
examining via (8) the rows [C3] related to the third-harmonic
space vector i3 one gets

[C3] =
√

1/3 ·
[
1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1

]
. (25)

This set of rows is linearly dependent on the zero-sequence
row [C0] = [1 1 1 1 1 1]/

√
6. Since i0 is constrained to zero

by the single isolated neutral point configuration, ix3 and iy3
cannot be independently controlled at the same time. As a
result, it is impossible to generate a rotating space vector i3
and the third-harmonic current injection cannot be exploited for
the torque development unless there is an additional conductor
allowing i0 � 0 (as in [19]–[21] with the seventh inverter leg
or with a direct connection of the neutral point N to the dc link
midpoint O).

B. Nine-Phase Asymmetrical Machine

This configuration has been examined by the authors in
[22]. The machine windings can be grouped in three sym-
metrical three-phase sets {a1, b1, c1}, {a2, b2, c2}, and {a3,
b3, c3} whose magnetic axes are mutually shifted by 20°
electrically; the corresponding electrical angle set is [α] =
[0° 120° 240° | 20° 140° 260° | 40° 160° 280°].

It can be verified that the Clarke’s matrix [C] chosen to control
the space vectors i1, i3, i5, and i7 is a full rank matrix. The

Fig. 2. Average losses in the asymmetrical nine-phase machine.

TABLE I
PM INDUCED FLUX HARMONIC PARAMETERS

evaluation of the [H] matrix has been performed analytically,
resulting in H1 = 1; H3 = 5; H5 = 1; H7 = 1; and H0 = 9.

The strategy has been particularized with respect to the real
prototype described in [22] and [23], whose PM flux parameters
are summarized in Table I; for simplicity, the contribution of the
harmonics with order h > 7 has been neglected.

Fig. 2 shows the normalized power losses obtained when both
iq1 and iq3 are exploited for the torque development. Consis-
tently with (21) and (24), the minimum power ratio η � 0.85
(highlighted by the red dot in Fig. 2) is obtained for k � 0.19
and corresponds to a 15% power loss reduction.

The optimal phase current waveforms and their spectra are
depicted in Fig. 3, normalized by IFUND = (2/9) · T ∗

em/λM1,
which represents the peak phase current needed to supply the
same torque by only exploiting the fundamental harmonic iq1.
In accordance with the analytical results, only the first and
third-harmonics are present in the Fourier decomposition. The
waveforms of each three-phase {a, b, c} set are identical and just
mutually shifted by 120°. Nevertheless, it can be immediately
noticed that the different sets behave differently from each other.
This results in the unequal injection of the third-harmonic com-
ponents which, in order to satisfy the condition i0 = 0, are not
evenly distributed among the different phase sets. In particular,
the magnitude in the first and the third set is equal, while the
magnitude in the second set is

√
3 times higher. This unequal

distribution of the currents leads to an unequal distribution of
the power losses (31.3% for the first and third sets, 37.4% for
the second set). Finally, it can also be noted that, despite the
reduction of the root mean square (rms) with respect to the sole
exploitation of iq1, the normalized peak current values are higher
than 1, and the {a2, b2, c2} is the most affected set.

C. Twelve-Phase Asymmetrical Machine

In this case, the machine windings can be grouped in four
symmetrical three-phase sets {ap, bp, cp} (with p = 1, …, 4),
whose magnetic axes are mutually shifted by 15°. The machine
parameters are still assumed to be the same as those in Table I.
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Fig. 3. Optimal phase current waveforms and harmonic spectra for the asymmetrical nine-phase machine.

Fig. 4. Average loss in the asymmetrical 12-phase machine case.

From the analysis of the angle set it can be verified that the
rectangular matrix built with [C1], [C3], and [C0] has a rank
5, meaning that it is possible to independently control both i1
and i3 and, therefore, exploit the third-harmonic contribution
for the torque development. However, the rows [C9] are linearly
dependent on the rows [C1], [C3], and [C0], meaning that the
control of i1 and i3 makes it impossible to simultaneously control
also i9. As a result, for the considered case study, the matrix
[C] has been built by choosing the rows related to the space
vectors i1, i3, i5, i7, and i11, while the second zero sequence
component i0- has been arbitrarily defined through the row
[C0

-] =
√
1/6 · [1 1 1 –1 –1 –1 1 1 1 –1 –1 –1]. The analytical

evaluation of the matrix [H] results in H1 = 1; H3 = 4;
H5 = 1; H7 = 1; H11 = 1; H0− = 2 − √

2; and
H0 = 2 · (2 +

√
2).

Fig. 4 shows the normalized power losses obtained by ex-
ploiting iq1 and iq3 with a varying injection ratio. Again, in ac-
cordance with (21) and (24), the minimum value is obtained for
k � 0.23 and it leads to the power ratio η � 0.82, corresponding
to power loss reduction of about 18%.

The optimal phase current waveforms and their spectra are
depicted in Fig. 5, normalized by IFUND = (2/12) · T ∗

em/λM1.
As in the previous case, only the first and third-harmonics are

present in the current spectra. Again, the waveforms of each
three-phase {a, b, c} set are identical and just mutually shifted by
120°, while the different sets behave differently from each other.
However, in contrast to the nine-phase machine, in this case
the magnitude of the third harmonic component is equal in all
the windings, meaning that the overall power losses are equally
distributed among all the phases. In particular, the third harmonic
current components have the same phase in each set, and the
pairs {a1, b1, c1}-{a3, b3, c3} and {a2, b2, c2}-{a4, b4, c4}
show an opposite sign. This is a direct consequence of the
arbitrary definition of i0-. Indeed, the control condition i0- =
0 (resulting from the choice of [C0

-] and from the optimization
with a constant [idq] set), together with the winding constraint
i0 = 0, corresponds to

ia1
+ ib1 + ic1 + ia3

+ ib3 + ic3 = 0 ;

ia2
+ ib2 + ic2 + ia4

+ ib4 + ic4 = 0 (26)

which reflect the constraints imposed to a system built from two
isolated asymmetrical six-phase winding sets shifted by 15°.

In this context, the capability of enhancing the torque gener-
ation by controlling i3 might lead to an apparent contradiction
since, as previously stated, it is impossible to exploit the third
harmonic injection in an asymmetrical six phase machine. How-
ever, for the considered twelve-phase machine, i3 results from
the superposition of the third harmonic space vectors i

[A]
3 and

i
[B]
3 driven by the currents of the two six-phase windings sets.

By denoting as I3 the magnitude of the optimal third harmonic
component in the phase domain it can be verified that these space
vectors can be expressed as i[A]

3 = 3
√
2 M3I3 cos(3θ)e−jπ/4

and i
[B]
3 = 3

√
2M3I3 cos(3θ − 3π/4)(with M3 =

√
(2/3)):

they generate two pulsating fields in the machine’s air-gap
and the resulting twelve-phase space vector is equal to i3 =

i
[A]
3 + i

[B]
3 = 3M3I3e

j(3θ − π/2), which yields a rotating field
at a 3ω angular frequency and justifies the unexpected property.
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Fig. 5. Optimal phase current waveforms and harmonic spectra for an asymmetrical 12-phase machine.

Fig. 6. Torques produced by the two six-phase windings sets.

From a different perspective, it is possible to observe in Fig. 6
the torques (calculated analytically) generated by applying the
optimal reference currents to the two six-phase winding sets—
the two contributions present an average value of T ∗

em/2 and
a superimposed oscillation varying with 6θ. A single six-phase
contribution would not be able to guarantee a constant output
torque, whereas their sum cancels out the sinusoidal oscillation.

D. Fifteen-Phase Asymmetrical Machine

The machine windings are here grouped into five symmetrical
three-phase sets{ap, bp, cp} (with p = 1, …, 5), whose magnetic
axes are mutually shifted by 12°. Once again, the machine
parameters are assumed to be the ones of Table I.

From the analysis of the corresponding Clarke’s matrix [C], it
can be verified that all the odd-order space vectors up to i13 can
be independently controlled at the same time. The evaluation
of the matrix [H] results in H1 = 1; H3 = 7 + 2

√
5;

Fig. 7. Average loss in the asymmetrical 15-phase machine case.

H5 = 1; H7 = 1; H9 = 7 − 2
√
5; H11 = 1; H13 = 1; and

H0 = 25.
Fig. 7 shows the normalized power losses obtained with the

third harmonic injection. The minimum value is obtained for
k � 0.08 and it leads to the power ratio η � 0.93, corresponding
to power loss reduction of about 7%; the optimal phase current
waveforms and their spectra are depicted in Fig. 8, normalized
by IFUND = (2/15) · T ∗

em/λM1.
As in the previous cases, the waveforms of each three-phase

{a, b, c} set are identical and just mutually shifted by 120°, while
the different sets behave differently. Similarly to the nine-phase
example, in order for the condition i0 = 0 to be satisfied, the third
harmonic component is not equally shared by all the windings.
Once again, this leads to an unequal distribution of the power
losses among the different winding sets. It can be verified from
the harmonic spectra that the first and fifth sets have the same
magnitude for all the harmonics and, therefore, the same rms.
Each of them is responsible for about 19.76% of the total losses.
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Fig. 8. Optimal phase current waveforms and harmonic spectra for the asymmetrical 15-phase machine.

Analogously, the second and fourth sets behave in the same way
and are responsible for about the 20.64% of the total losses,
each. Finally, the remaining 19.20% of the losses are dissipated
by the third three-phase set.

E. Five-Phase Asymmetrical Machine

This case study focuses on an asymmetrical five-phase ma-
chine, obtained from an original symmetrical seven-phase ma-
chine after a post-fault reconfiguration in which two adjacent
phase windings (i.e., mutually shifted by 360°/7) have been
physically disconnected. The resulting phases (further on re-
ferred to as {a, b, c, d, e}) can be identified through the magnetic
axis angles set [α] = [0 1 2 3 4]·(360°/7). It is assumed
that only the first and the third spatial harmonics are present
in the permanent magnet flux (h < n assumption) for simplicity
and that the PM’s induced fluxes have the same values as in
the previous examples (i.e., λM1 = 385 mWb, ϕ1 = 0°,
λM3 = 119 mWb, ϕ3 � 180°).

The Clarke’s transformation matrix, built using [C1], [C3],
and [C0], is full-ranked and the evaluation of the weighting
matrix [H] results in H1 � 1.570, H3 � 1.315, and H0 � 1.633.

Fig. 9 shows the normalized power losses for a varying injec-
tion ratio—in this case, the optimal injection ratio is obtained
for k � 1.11 (i.e., iq3 > iq1), resulting in η � 0.49, and thus,
leading to a power loss reduction of more than 50%.

Fig. 10 shows the phase current waveforms and their cor-
responding harmonic spectra, first when the machine is con-
trolled by only exploiting iq1 (top plots) and then when iq3

Fig. 9. Average loss in the asymmetrical five-phase machine case.

is simultaneously controlled with the optimal injection ratio
(bottom graphs). All the currents have been normalized by
IFUND = (2/7) · T ∗

em/λM1, which is the peak value of the
phase currents obtained when the original (i.e., symmetrical
seven-phase) machine is driven by only the fundamental current
components.

As can be seen, in contrast to the previous examples, in this
case the phase current waveforms are mutually different even
when only the fundamental component is controlled. In both
operating conditions the magnitudes of the harmonic compo-
nents of phase a are equal to the ones of phase e, while the
magnitudes of the harmonic components of phase b are equal to
the ones of phase d. They differ from those in phase c.

When only the first harmonic component is exploited, phases
a and e are responsible for 18.61% of the overall losses each,
phase b and d are responsible for 11.97% each, while phase
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Fig. 10. Phase current waveforms and harmonic spectra for the asymmetrical five-phase machine (Top: Fundamental only; Bottom: Optimal
third-harmonic injection).

c is responsible for the remaining 38.85%. By injecting the
optimal third harmonic current component, the power losses in
phase a and e reduce and are 16.42% of the total, the losses
in phase b and d increase and become 20.38% of the total,
while the power dissipated in phase c is lowered to 26.41% of
the overall losses. It can be concluded that, for the considered
example, the harmonic injection is able to not only drastically
improve the machine’s overall energetic performances, but it is
also responsible for a better redistribution of the power losses,
if compared to the solely fundamental excitation. Moreover,
the peak current of phase c (which, in both scenarios, is the
highest one) is reduced by around 20%, thanks to the reduction
of the fundamental component allowed by the injection of the
additional third harmonics.

V. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed approach has been numerically and experi-
mentally validated with respect to the asymmetrical nine-phase
machine described in [22] and [23]. From the analysis of the elec-
trical equations in the synchronous domain [obtained through
(18)] it can be verified that the first, fifth, and seventh space
vector subspaces are decoupled, resulting in [22]{

udh = vdh = Ridh + Lh
didh
dt − hωLhiqh

uqh = vqh = Riqh + Lh
diqh
dt + hωLhidh + eqh

(27)

with h = 1,5,7 and eqh =
√

9/2hωλMh. The third space vector
subspace is instead coupled with vON by [g](θ) [22]

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ud3 + 2
√
2 cos (3θ + ϕ3 − π/3) · vON = vd3

= Rid3 + L3
did3
dt − 3ωL3iq3

uq3 + 2
√
2 cos (3θ + ϕ3 + π/6) · vON = vq3

= Riq3 + L3
diq3
dt + 3ωL3id3 + eq3

(28)

with eq3= 9/
√
2ωλM3. It should also be noted that, given the

asymmetrical winding configuration, vON is itself dependent on
the currents (id3, iq3). Indeed, by imposing the conditions i0 =
0 and di0/dt = 0 in the zero-sequence equation of the model

TABLE II
NINE-PHASE MACHINE ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

Fig. 11. Control scheme.

(18), the following functional relationship is obtained:⎧⎨
⎩

vON = Lm3

9

[(
2
√
2 sin (3θ+ϕ3+π/6)

) (
d id3
dt −3ωiq3

)
+. . .

. . .+
(
2
√
2 cos (3θ+ϕ3+π/6)

) (d iq3
dt +3ωid3

)]
+ e0−u0

3

(29)
with Lm3 = L3–Ll and e0 = −6ωλM3 sin(3θ + ϕ3 − π/3).
The additional coupling terms arising among the (id3, iq3)
components, which can be identified by substituting (29) in
(28), need to be properly compensated in the current control.
It is important to highlight that the supplying inverter’s common
mode voltage influences both u0 and (ud3, uq3) at the same time,
such that their simultaneous changes cancel out and do not affect
the (id3, iq3) current dynamics. Therefore, the compensation of
e0 can be achieved either by acting on u0 or by acting on both
ud3 and uq3.

The machine under analysis has one pole pair, its flux pa-
rameters correspond to the ones reported in Table I, while its
electrical parameters are reported in Table II.

A. Simulation Results

The numerical results have been obtained in the MAT-
LAB/Simulink environment. The implemented control algo-
rithm is schematically represented in Fig. 11.

The “injection strategy” block finds the references i ∗
q1 and i ∗

q3

able to develop the desired electromagnetic torque T ∗
em for a

given injection ratio k = i ∗
q3/i

∗
q1; obviously, when k = kopt
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the block implements the developed optimal injection strategy
and selects the references according to (22). All the other com-
ponents of the reference set [i ∗

dq] are zero.
Since the reference current set [i ∗

dq] is constant, a
proportional–integral (PI) controller has been used to drive all
the components of the synchronous current set [idq] (with the
only exception of i0 = 0 which, obviously, cannot be controlled
due to the hardware constraint). While the compensation terms
in the first, fifth, and seventh space vectors’ subspaces are
obtained by the standard FOC approach, the third space vector
subspace needs an additional compensation term to neutralize
the effects of vON. Based on the model equations (27)–(29),
the “Compensation” block represented in Fig. 11 computes the
voltage set [ũdq] through the relations

ũdh = −hωLhiqh
ũqh = +hωLhidh + eqh

}
with h = 1, 5, 7

ũd3 = −3ωL3iq3 − 2
√
2 cos (3θ + ϕ3 − π/3) · ṽON

ũq3 = +3ωL3id3 − 2
√
2 cos (3θ + ϕ3 + π/6) · ṽON + eq3

ũ0 = e0 = −6ωλM3 sin(3θ + ϕ3 − π/3) (30)

with ṽON = (2
√
2ωLm3/3)[id3 cos(3θ + ϕ3 + π/6)− iq3 sin

(3θ + ϕ3 + π/6)].
The resulting vector is added to the output of the current PI

controllers and it represents the synchronous voltage set [u ∗
dq],

which is finally transformed into the corresponding inverter’s
reference voltage set [u ∗

ph] by applying the inverse transforma-
tions (7) and (11).

The control algorithm has been implemented in discrete time
with a 10-kHz sampling frequency. The supplying inverter has
been simulated through an average model to filter out the high
frequency harmonics introduced by the pulsewidth modulation
technique.

Fig. 12 shows the simulation results obtained by implement-
ing the proposed injection strategy in a feedback controller,
which keeps the machine speed at 500 r/min with a constant
load torque of 2 N·m. The injection ratio k = iq3/iq1 has been
linearly changed from 0 to 1 in a 20 s time span and all the other
components of [idq] are kept to zero.

Consistently with the theoretical results, the optimal condition
is obtained for k � 0.19, where the power losses are effectively
reduced from an initial value of about 188 W to the minimum
value of about 160 W.

B. Experimental Results

The experimental validation of the theoretical results has been
performed using the nine-phase PMSM described in [23], whose
windings have been properly rearranged to an asymmetrical
configuration. The shaft of the PMSM has been coupled to a
dc machine (used for loading) by a Datum Electronics M425
torque meter (see Fig. 13(a)). The machine has been supplied
using two custom-made multiphase inverters, based on Infineon
FS50R12KE3 IGBT modules (see Fig. 13(b)). They have a
common dc link, whose voltage is equal to 450 V and is
supplied by a Sorensen SGI600/25 single quadrant dc-voltage

Fig. 12. Simulation results for the asymmetrical nine-phase case.

Fig. 13. Experimental test bench for the asymmetrical nine-phase
drive. (a) Nine-phase PMSM and dc load. (b) Multiphase inverters.

source. The switching frequency of the inverter has been set
to 5 kHz. The control algorithm has been implemented with a
dSPACE ds1006 platform working at 10 kHz. An ADC board
(ds2004) has been used to acquire the phase currents measured
by the inverter’s internal LEM sensors, while an incremental
encoder board (ds3002) has provided the speed/position from
the encoder. Additional measurements have been recorded us-
ing a Tektronix DPO/MSO 2014 oscilloscope, equipped with
TCP0030A current probes.

The measured value of one induced back-EMF waveform
(phase a1) and the corresponding harmonic spectrum are de-
picted in Fig. 14. The magnitude spectrum is normalized by the
fundamental harmonic, while the phase spectrum is shifted in
order to obtain a phase of 90° for the fundamental component
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Fig. 14. PM induced back-EMF waveform (left, obtained at around 1500 r/min) and harmonic spectrum (right, normalized by the fundamental).

Fig. 15. Average losses (P), and quadrature currents (iq1, iq3) for a
linearly varying injection ratio (k = iq3/iq1) in a 20 s time window
(2 s/div).

Fig. 16. Phase currents (multiplied by 4) without/with the optimal third-
harmonic injection.

(i.e., in this way the phase ϕ1 of the fundamental component of
the corresponding flux λa1

=
∫ t

0 ea1
(τ)dτ is set to zero).

The experiment follows the scenario described in the previous
subsection—the iq1 and iq3 currents have been exploited for the
torque development and the test has been performed by linearly
varying the ratio k = iq3/iq1 in the interval [0; 1] during a
time window of 20 s. The machine runs at a constant speed of
500 r/min with a load torque of about 2 N·m.

Fig. 15 shows the average stator power losses P and the
quadrature currents iq1 and iq3 (obtained by processing mea-
sured currents) during the testing interval. The resulting wave-
forms are very similar to the corresponding simulation results
depicted in Fig. 12. The minimum dissipation is reached around
4.5 s; it corresponds to k � 0.22, which is reasonably close to
the theoretical optimal ratio kopt ∼= 0.19 obtained from (21).

In Fig. 16, the {a1, a2, a3} current waveforms without and
with the optimal third-harmonic injection are shown. They have
been obtained by step-changing the injection ratio k from zero
to the theoretical optimal value k � 0.19. As is evident, after

an initial short transient, there is a good agreement with the
corresponding theoretical current waveforms depicted in Fig. 3.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article presented a modeling approach and an optimal
strategy to exploit a third-harmonic current injection for the
torque enhancement in multiphase isotropic PMSMs with non-
sinusoidal back-EMFs.

The modeling approach was presented for a generic (i.e.,
asymmetrical, with an arbitrary angular shift) winding configu-
ration and was based on the VSD and rotational transformation.
The torque developed by the machine could be expressed as a
linear combination of the quadrature components of the currents
space vectors linked to each harmonic contribution.

The choice of a proper Clarke’s transformation matrix was
crucial to select the desired harmonics, which could be effec-
tively controlled. In a general case (and contrary to the symmetri-
cal winding configurations), the transformation matrices are not
unitary. This affects the power loss expression, which weights
differently each current harmonic component. Moreover, when
the machine’s electrical equations are expressed using the trans-
formed variables, the asymmetrical machine configuration usu-
ally leads to coupling among the different space vectors, which
should be properly compensated in the current control.

Once the transformed set had been chosen, the proposed
strategy was based on the choice of a constant current set in the
multiple synchronous domain. This choice greatly simplified
the power loss expression, it allowed to directly relate each
current space vector to a given steady-state harmonic injected
into the phase currents, and it made it possible to design the feed-
back controller via PI regulators and compensating actions. The
strategy chose a constant iq1 (responsible for the fundamental
currents) and a constant iq3 (responsible for the third-harmonic
injection). Their ratio was computed in a way which minimized
the average winding losses for a given torque. This problem
had an analytical solution which only depended on the mag-
nitude of the PM induced fluxes and on the stator windings’
disposition.

The strategy was particularized for some specific asymmetri-
cal configurations (including those where symmetrical winding
was preferred, such as 9- and 15-phase) in order to highlight
its properties. An experimental validation was also performed
using an asymmetrical nine-phase machine. Both the simulation
and the experimental results were in a good agreement with the
theoretical analysis.
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